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The longstanding tradition of jet set-
ters flocking to South Florida at the 
first sign of winter is still the American 
norm. New Yorker’s particularly trade 
in their heavy parkas for luxe resort 
wear and make sure to relax and be 
seen at some the best beach front 
hotels. South Beach is almost synon-
ymous with non-stop poolside par-
ties at high design (art deco) hotels. 
Though in recent years hoteliers hav-
en’t necessarily been vying for beach-
front access, and neighbourhoods like 
Brickell and much of downtown ar-
ea are drawing more attention. With 
that said, Key West gems have sur-
vived last year’s Hurricane Irma and 
are thriving once again, and even the 
sleepy Florida west coast is raising the 
bar.  Here, DeluxePad presents a se-
lection of some of our favourite South 
Florida hotels.

The Ocean Key Resort
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There are too many extraordinary hotels 
in Miami to list, especially when you’re 
talking about the tourism haven that is 
Miami Beach. Stick with something clas-
sic, like Delano South Beach. The Philippe 
Stark-designed property was one of the 
first Miami hotels to spark the boutique 
hotel boom. You’ll want to reserve the 
Delano’s penthouse or alternatively their 
two-bedroom apartment, which keep-
ing with that light Miami spirit are both 
decked head to toe in white furnishings, 
fine Italian marbles, and the hotel’s sig-
nature billowing sheer white curtains. 
Nothing beats the views of the blue wa-
ter and white sand beaches from here, 
but you will want to try to make it down 
to the pool, which is a ritzy, palm lined 
affair populated mostly with European 
and South American travellers. The ho-
tel’s Umi Sushi and Sake Bar, tucked in an 
alcove just off the main lobby, procures 
and delivers some to the best hand rolls 
(get the Delano spicy tuna with caviar 
roll), and fresh sashimi in South Beach.

Delano South Beach
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Delano South Beach Pool.
Image Credits: Omar Vegapg S E L EC T I ON



Delano South Beach Lobby.
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Delano South Beach
Suite Interior.
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For longer stays away from the thumping 
South Beach scene, venture north to the Bal 
Harbour and check into The Ritz Carlton. 
When you’re in Bal Harbour it feels like a qui-
eter city, which is perfect for couples need-
ing to unplug, or family’s searching a less high 
impact resort for their kids to experience. 
Winding down and relaxing is at the core of 
the hotel’s design, which shows in details like 
the 10,000-square-foot waterfront Exhale 

Bal Harbour spa, or the outdoor ocean view 
pool with private cabanas that come with in-
dividual jacuzzis and cushy beach beds. The 
Presidential and Bal Harbour suites have 
magnificent ocean views, and the vibe in-
side is chic and functional: think profession-
al kitchens, dining areas, and rich furnish-
ings around state-of-the-art entertainment 
centres. They’re basically super swank apart-
ments, and again, perfect for longer stays.

Aerial view of the Ritz Carlton.
Image Credits: Don Riddle 
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The Ritz Carlton South Beach Lobby.
Image Credits: Don Riddle 
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The Ritz Carlton South Beach.
Image Credits: RMSTUDIO Corporation
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The Ritz Carlton South Beach.
Image Credits: Don Riddle
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The recently opened, SLS LUX in Miami’s 
downtown Brickell neighbourhood is 
one of many fresh instalments in this 
hotbed of new fine dining and shopping 
options like Brickell City Centre and La 
Centrale Italian Food Hall. This is a ho-
tel for anyone that wants to feel the jolt 
of the new Miami, where young profes-
sionals barhop, and wispy, white sky-
scrapers are cropping up everywhere. 
The king suites are the highlight, but a 
stay here is all about being perched high 
up in the skyline. For that matter, don’t 
leave without renting a cabana at the 
hotel’s Altitude pool and Ceil Spa, and 
after retox on one of the best gin marti-
nis in town at the hotel’s S Bar.

SLS LUX
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SLS LUX
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The SSL LUX Lobby.
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The SSL LUX Suite.
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Key West is a remarkable speck of earth 3.5 hours’ drive south of Miami. Its 
Florida charm and beauty are unrivalled but the area’s resilience against 
massive hurricanes and changing seas is remarkable. It blows away and re-
builds. Case in point is the Ocean Key Resort and Spa, which sustained hurri-
cane damage last year, but is back on its feet and better than ever. It boasts 
one of the best restaurants in the Keys, Hot Tin Roof, where if you’re lucky 
enough you’ll get a table, sit down, and order a martini in the low ceil-
inged, cosy bar. All the seafood is fresh and boated in daily, and the wine list 

The Ocean Key 
aerial view
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The Ocean Key 
Reagan Liquid Cabanas
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The Hot Tin Roof Lounge.
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refined and extensive. A word about 
the rooms: book any of the harbour 
or island view suites. Their tropical 
vibe is cheery but not overdone, and 
the balconies face out onto the sea 
and the quaint pool bar below, which 
has lovely live music during the eve-
nings. Then there is the spa, which is 
small, but the treatments are the lat-
est in beauty and health technolo-
gy. Perhaps the best part is that the 
resort sits at the foot of lively Duval 
Street, close to loads of fun bars and 
restaurants, and attractions like the 
Ernest Hemingway House Museum.

The Ocean Key 
Spa BathS E L EC T I ON



The Ocean Key evening pool
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Casa Marina, a Waldorf Astoria resort, is the kind of spot on 
the Keys where people want to host their dream wedding. 
The sun sets directly in front the hotel’s pool, restaurant, 
and beach front activity area, a quintessential postcard shot 
of the Keys with listing palms and flowering bushes. Any of 
the loft suites are recommended, especially if you’re after 
an ocean view and a spacious terrace to hang out on with 

Aerial view of 
the Casa Marina
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Beach at Casa Marina
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friends and family. We would highly recommend a cocktail at 
RUMba, which is just off the main lobby and has a bar stocked 
with dozens of small batch and extremely fine rums. The hotel 
is great about helping with organising local excursions and ac-
tivities like guided wave runner tours around the Keys that leave 
directly from the property. The adults-only pool is another perk, 
especially because whomever is in charge of the music selec-
tion that belts out softly throughout the day is a DJ genius. 

Casa Marina Pool
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Casa Marina Waterwalk
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Veer toward the west coast, around Naples and Marco Island, and 
you will find rather subdued, white sand beach communities with 
clear, still waters and quaint neighbourhoods. The local airport is 
one of the most trafficked by private jets in the United States be-
cause of the chill vibe and easy living you find here. Get a taste of 
this by spending a night or two at La Playa beach and Golf Resort, 
and ask for any of the ground floor beach front suits, which have la-
nais and private garden paths that lead directly to Naples’ powdery La Playa Beach 

and Golf Resort
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La Playa Beach and Golf Resort Pool
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white sand beaches. The hotel just had a multi-million-dollar facelift, 
which shows in its restaurant - Baleen - that overlooks the beach where 
they will set up tables for private sunset dinners, that is if turtles aren’t 
hatching at the time. Eat what the waiters suggest: cold water oys-
ters, gulf shrimp, and blackened gulf grouper with risotto cakes. The 
beaches here are phenomenal, but so is the courtyard pool, surround-
ed as it is by palms and tropical flowers. It’s the kind of place where 
you can devour books in peace at one of their poolside cabanas.

The Baleen Restaurant
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La Playa Beach and Golf Resort
Golf Clubhouse
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Each month in this column, I will share my se-
cret jewellery discoveries with you; a selec-
tion of up to five jewellery pieces based on 
their craftsmanship and inspiring creativity. 
Only one-of-a-kind (or limited edition) jew-
els, chosen from all around the world, will 
make the cut. It is not about value (pieces 
could start from a few thousands up to mil-
lions), yet these pieces could be as much a 
good financial investment as an emotion-
al one. There will be no theme other than 
uniqueness in all aspects. It is exclusively on 
Deluxe Pad for you to peruse, appreciate and 
eventually make your own. 

Olivier Dupon
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One of the most promising jewellery de-
signers of today is intent on making a mem-
orable impression in quite a saturated in-
dustry. Elizaveta Borzunova, the Russian 
maverick, who before launching her infec-
tious jewellery line – Liza Borzaya – helped 
foreign jewellery brands crack open the 
Russian market, not only knows the busi-
ness inside out, but also has an instinc-
tive ability to grasp the pulse of what in-
dependent-minded women want when it 
comes to high jewellery. No run-of-the-mill 
repetitive designs season after season, but 
fresh, unique and somehow rebellious cre-
ations for discerning collectors with a dis-
tinctive personal style. So here comes her 
latest defining instalment, Get Inked, the 
genius rendition of tattoos as 3D marvels. 
“Since my childhood I have known that tat-
toos make a statement. I saw my father’s 
decorated body and I dreamt of my body 
being that canvas for creativity and showing 
the world my artistic side. Alas, my parents 
reminded me that tattoos are permanent, 
inscribing what may be only one tempo-
rary life desire to assert one’s attitude, re-
bellion and style. Now an adult, I am able 
to make statements with precious stones 
and shiny metals. My parents can no long-
er stop me from putting my mark on this 
world!”, she quips.

www.lizaborzaya.com

Ribbon Necklace in 18K white gold and yellow gold 
set with 200 round full-cut diamonds (6.04cts, 

F-G/VVS-VS), 10 marquise-cut diamonds (1.62cts, 
F-G/VVS-VS), 5 pear-cut diamonds (1.14cts, F-G/
VVS-VS), 2 heart-cut diamonds (1.2cts, F-G/VVS-

VS), one pear-cut sapphire (0.8ct), pink hot enamel 
and painting enamel; Get Inked collection. POA.
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Ribbon Ring (side and front views) in 
18K white gold and yellow gold set with 
152 round full-cut diamonds (1.96cts, 
G-H/VS-Si1), 140 round-cut pink 
sapphires (1.5cts, F-G/VVS-VS), and one 
heart-cut diamonds (G-H/VS-Si), hot 
enamel and painting enamel; Get Inked 
collection. POA.

www.lizaborzaya.com
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Skull Earrings in 18K white gold 
and yellow gold set with 8 round 
full-cut diamonds (F-G/VVS-
VS), 4 marquise-cut diamonds 
(0.52ct, F-G/VVS-VS), 2 pear-
cut diamonds (0.58ct, F-G/
VVS-VS), 6 pear-cut rubies 
(0.6ct), 2 pear-cut ‘pigeon blood’ 
rubies (1.02cts), hot enamel 
and painting enamel; Get Inked 
collection. POA.

Large Ribbon Ring in 18K white gold 
and yellow gold set with 7 round 
full-cut diamonds (F-G/VVS-VS), 2 
marquise-cut diamonds (F-G/VVS-
VS), 6 pear-cut diamonds (0.96ct, F-G/
VVS-VS), 2 heart-cut diamonds (0.72ct, 
F-G/VVS-VS), hot enamel and painting 
enamel; Get Inked collection. POA.

Medium Ribbon Ring in 18K white gold and 
yellow gold set with 10 round full-cut diamonds 
(F-G/VVS-VS), 5 marquise-cut diamonds (F-
G/VVS-VS), 4 pear-cut diamonds (0.5ct, F-G/
VVS-VS), hot enamel and painting enamel; Get 
Inked collection. POA.

Ribbon Earring (left) in 18K white gold and yellow 
gold set with 9 round full-cut diamonds (F-G/
VVS-VS), 4 marquise-cut diamonds (F-G/VVS-
VS), 5 pear-cut diamonds (0.72ct, F-G/VVS-
VS), 36 round rubies, one 0.52-carat pear-cut 
‘pigeon blood’ ruby, hot enamel and painting 
enamel; presented with Skull Long Earring in 18K 
white gold and yellow gold set with 22 round 
full-cut diamonds (F-G/VVS-VS), 2 marquise-cut 
diamonds (F-G/VVS-VS), 4 pear-cut diamonds 
(0.59ct, F-G/VVS-VS), 60 round rubies, 9 pear-
cut ‘pigeon blood’ rubies (1.17cts), hot enamel and 
painting enamel; Both sold separately, both from 
the Get Inked collection. POA.

www.lizaborzaya.com





Waterways keep on inspiring jewel-
lery designers and for good reasons. 
Capturing the fluidity and sense of 
movement allows for pieces that feel 
like second-skin. This is precisely what 
Brazilian fine jeweller Hueb has nailed 
in their latest collection of limited-edi-
tion pieces, Oceanum, a tribute to the 
vast oceans, their cerulean hues and 
mesmerizing ever-changing state. The 
featured cuff is a prime example with 
a sinuous construction of white gold 
waves that seem randomly paved by 
clusters of diamonds – just like sea 
foam. Underneath the bubbling white-
ness, blue specks pop here and there 
in the form of sapphires and Paraiba 
tourmalines. You almost want to ca-
ress the glistening surface and feel the 
foamy water running through your fin-
gers. Hueb has certainly created a very 
sensual piece here, one that urban mer-
maids will adore.

Notes on an ObsessionOctober 2018

Bracelet (shown open and closed) in 
18K white gold set with 33 carats of 
diamond, 9.6 carats of blue sapphire 
and 9 carats of Paraiba tourmalines; 
Oceanum collection. POA.

www.hueb.com





To get a glimpse of the naturalistic wonders 
created by Michele della Valle, one has to book 
an appointment at his Geneva-based show-
room. Confidentiality is paramount for the 
Swiss maestro, who is at the forefront of the 
private jewellery scene, and it is most befit-
ting as collecting one of his renditions is akin 
to adopting a companion. From this year’s 
vintage comes a pair of pendant earrings that 
features a charming couple of parrots and a 
tantalising pair of earclips that transports us 
straight to a Mediterranean paradise during 
summertime. Intense yellow sapphires form 

juicy lemons, and in a twist that defies the 
laws of nature, blooms and fruits co-exist in 
all their abundant glory. Also, and as a way 
to reaffirm that playfulness is an integral part 
of enjoying a piece of jewellery, Michele della 
Valle shows that despite working in a blissful 
studio that overlooks Lake Geneva he is not 
cut off from the preoccupations of today’s 
world. This is evident with the joyous emo-
ji that underwent a precious makeover; the 
Smile Brooch will set anyone’s heart aflutter. 
Michele della Valle’s renditions are benevo-
lent companions indeed.

Michele della Valle / rue du Rhône 29, 1204 Genève - Switzerland
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Uccellini Earrings in 18K 
white gold set with multi-
coloured gemstones and 

diamonds. POA.

Smile Brooch in 18K gold 
set with rubies, yellow 
and white diamonds. 

POA.

Limoncello Earclips in 
18K gold set with yellow 
sapphires, tsavorites and 

diamonds. POA.
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Moretto Paola Brooch 
in 18K gold and 
silver set with rubies, 
sapphires, pearls and a 
lapis-lazuli head. POA.When it comes to operatic jewellery, look 

no further than Nardi Venezia and their 
Original Nardi Moretto collection of jew-
els that “encapsulate the classical image of 
Shakespeare’s Othello and the refined gold-
smith’s techniques of 18th-century Venice”, 
the Italian house says. Dressed in his char-
acteristic clothes and turban, the blacka-
moor, or “Moretto”, has been interpreted 
in myriad embellished costumes since its 
inception by Giulio Nardi in the 1930s, and 
still is under Alberto Nardi, Giulio’s grand-
son and current head of the jewellery house. 
Therefore, princely fitted with precious jack-
ets or robes, the idealised Moorish char-
acter becomes an elegant partner to one’s 
own outfit. Details rely on the mixed use of 
yellow gold and silver that have been en-
graved, as well as on the delicate position-
ing of gemstones and pearls to colour the 
formidable costume. This homage to the 
Moretto – a figure so emblematic to Venice 
and the city’s long association with its ori-
ental trading partners from the middle east-
ern world – has earned the jewellery house 
international recognition and a prestigious 
following over the years.

www.nardi-venezia.com
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Earth Magic Necklace in 18K white gold set with one 
5.25-carat octagonal Colombian emerald from the 
Muzo mine, two Argyle pink diamonds for 1.77 carats, 
further pink diamonds and white diamonds. POA.

You could not call this necklace other 
than ‘Earth Magic’ since it is a celebration 
of two of nature’s most prized resources, 
pink diamonds and emeralds. It is indeed 
quite magical to think about how long it 
takes for planet Earth to form minerals 
as rare as these two. The neckpiece (de-
signed by Singapore based Argyle Pink 
Diamonds partner John Glajz) is thus a 
collaboration that sees two titans of the 
gem mining field – Argyle Pink Diamonds 
and Muzo – join forces. “Muzo emeralds 
are a natural partner for Argyle pink di-
amonds as we share the same obsession 
for craftsmanship and pedigree, master-
fully expressed with the fusion of our rar-
est gems in the Earth Magic jewels”, Rio 
Tinto Diamonds global marketing direc-
tor Josephine Johnson says. A central oc-
tagonal flawless emerald is elevated by 
the presence of two pink diamonds, one 
directly above and one hanging below, 
while baguette- and kite-cut diamonds 
frame and embellish the ensemble. It is a 
multi-layered piece that requires sever-
al close inspections to reveal its full self. 
The triple chain, which is peppered with 
round white and pink diamonds, is deli-
cate so as to not distract from the main 
tableau.

www.argylepinkdiamonds.com.au
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Earth Magic Necklace in 
18K white gold set with 
one 5.25-carat octagonal 
Colombian emerald from the 
Muzo mine, two Argyle pink 
diamonds for 1.77 carats, 
further pink diamonds and 
white diamonds. POA.

www.argylepinkdiamonds.com.au



Earrings by Moussaieff Jewellers 
in 18K white and yellow gold 
set with 36.36 carats of multi-
coloured diamonds and white 
diamonds. POA. 
www.moussaieff-jewellers.com

Illustration by Jayma Sacco. 
www.jaymasacco.com 





Over the past few fashion cycles, we have seen 
many headlines about ‘Statement Earrings’, the 
costume jewellery kind. Worn as a pair or just one 
earring or even mismatched, statement earrings 
have been seen on catwalks and in many edito-
rial articles. Recently there has been a thing for 
fashion earrings that are directly inspired by art-
ists’ abstract motifs as in silhouettes, mobiles or 
sculptures. It is all about maximum drama from 
the neck up; however, and as with everything 

in fashion, the trend will fade and come back 
again with a vengeance in a few years. This re-
ality should not overshadow the fact that state-
ment earrings have constantly been in high jew-
ellery collections. Whatever the season or trend 
of the moment, bold and highly decorative ear-
rings are a staple of any haute joaillerie vintage. 
This article aims to reclaim the high jewellery ped-
igree of statement earrings. Whereas the ‘state-
ment’ label when applied to fashion earrings en-
compasses all and nothing (the word itself has 
been a bit derided since anything is about mak-
ing a statement these days), it does makes per-
fect sense and gives a clear idea of what you get 
when it comes to the ultra-luxurious category.

Chandelier, shoulder duster, hoops, and the cas-
cading variety, their size allows for an abundance 
of gemstones and high carats, the crux of high 
jewellery. Besides and as their name suggests, 
statement high jewellery earrings convey impact 
and a sense of pre-eminence, they certainly get 
one noticed or at the very least they give the 
wearer the sense of being the centre of atten-
tion. Wearing highly precious pendants, not on-
ly elongates one’s portrait, it also improves one’s 
posture and presence, all the more if their com-
ponents brightly radiate and are irreplaceable. 
There are many splendid examples that I could 
have included in this review, so the following ar-
ticle is far from exhaustive, however, it provides 
an overview of very different approaches from 
some of the most revered statement earring spe-
cialists. High jewellers definitely know best.

Earrings from G by Glenn 
Spiro (only one shown) 
in 18K white gold and 
titanium set with 24 old-
cut diamonds (H-I / VS2 SI1 
– 13.81cts) and 839 round 
rubies (12.16cts). POA. 
www.glennspiro.com

Illustration by Jayma Sacco. 
www.jaymasacco.com



It is yellow fever season at Moussaieff Jewellers! 
But it is completely harmless except when it 
comes to one’s envy. The three dazzling pairs 
of earrings (the third pair is shown on the cov-
er of this article) make the most of yellow and 
yellow-tinged diamonds. Hello, sunshine! They 
all share the same design concept of cluster-
ing, but each has a very different outcome. The 
cover earrings are gorgeous chandelier earrings 
that are subtly mismatched due to the rarity of 

the multi-coloured diamonds which cannot be 
exactly mirrored from one earring to the other. 
The second pair (left) is a ravishing cascade of 
daisies in various sizes, whose hearts are round-
cut yellowish diamonds surrounded by a halo 
of yellow diamonds for the bigger flowers. The 
third of these intoxicating earrings are tapes-
tries of yellow diamonds on yellow gold in a 
slightly convex design. Opulence made of just 
a few ingredients. 

www.moussaieff-jewellers.com

Earrings in 18K white gold 
set with 35.63 carats of 
diamonds and 6.35 carats 
of yellow diamonds. POA.

Earrings in 18K 
yellow gold 
set with 47.66 
carats of yellow 
diamonds. POA.



You can count on Dolce & Gabbana for 
head-turning creations, and their Alta 
Gioielleria is where their unbridled imagina-
tion heaps up wonders. Most of the designs 
are figurative and highly ornamented just like 
Italian baroque artefacts, religious and sec-
ular. Their latest instalment of high jewellery 
was presented on a trip by the steamboat 
Concordia, from the Cernobbio to the city of 
Bellagio on Lake Como. It perfectly reflects 
how high jewellery is always linked to wan-
derlust at Dolce & Gabbana. Once again, the 

designs were to die for, as much objets d’art 
as pieces of exceptional jewellery. Earrings in 
particular made a strong impression, the larg-
est being operatic statements. The gold and 
filigree work of the Lucia Earrings is magni-
fied by the setting of coloured gemstones in 
the same manner as that of historical bejew-
elled chalices. Then there are the colours of 
the rainbow presented on a stylised wheel and 
topped by a flower and berry arrangement. 
These Sicilian Cart Earrings are certainly up-
lifting, the kind to put a spring in one’s step.

www.dolcegabbana.com

Sicilian Cart Earrings in 18K gold set with two rubellite tourmalines 
(oval shaped, mixed cut, 5.44cts), two rubellite tourmalines (round 
shaped, mixed cut), 14 emerald beads (6.08cts), 16 emeralds 
(round shaped, brilliant-cut), 18 yellow sapphires (round shaped, 
brilliant-cut, 0.92ct), 28 blue sapphires (round shaped, brilliant-
cut, 1.44cts), 14 pink sapphires (round shaped, brilliant-cut, 0.72ct); 
14 rubies (round shaped, brilliant-cut, 0.78ct), 14 amethysts (round 
shaped, brilliant-cut, 0.53ct), 16 diamonds (round shaped, brilliant-
cut) and two South Sea pearls (20.21cts); Alta Gioielleria. POA.

‘Lucia’ Earrings in 18K white and yellow gold set with two rubies 
(round shaped, cabochon-cut, 1.71cts), two rubies (square shaped, 
step-cut), two blue sapphires (square shaped, princess-cut), two 
emeralds (square shaped, carré-cut), 152 emeralds (round shaped, 
brilliant-cut), 6 diamonds (marquise shaped, modified brilliant-cut, 
2.86cts), four diamonds (round shaped, rose-cut), 160 diamonds 
(round shaped, brilliant-cut), two South Sea pearls (14.34cts); Alta 
Gioielleria. POA. 





There is something quite primal in the way 
the Herringbone Earrings frame one’s face. 
Part spikes part millipedes, as much futuris-
tic as tribalistic, these bold earrings are like 
nothing we have seen before. The same can 
be said of the Fishbone Earrings (shown on 
the Introduction spread): they also fiercely 
shield one’s jaw and if it was not for the old 
cut diamonds that punctuate each barb, they 
could pass for warriors’ hunting trophies. So 
bold and audacious are G by Glenn Spiro’s 
designs. And even when not so edgy, they 

still have that unconventional, yet desirable, 
touch that make them unique. The earrings 
that replicate the folding of a scarf when 
hung from one of its corners, are utterly sen-
sual. Pear shaped cabochon rubies embellish 
the drape like fringes whilst delicately add-
ing movement. All three earrings are pow-
erful head turning styles, whose impressive 
composition is lightened thanks to the use 
of lightweight titanium structures; That said 
you should probably stay away if you don’t 
want to get noticed.

www.glennspiro.com

Earrings in titanium set with 
21 oval shaped diamonds 
(5.92cts), one oval shaped 
diamond (D-SI1/ GIA 
certificated – 0.70ct), one oval 
shaped diamond (H-VVS1/ GIA 
certificated – 1.00ct), one oval 
shaped diamond (H-VS1 / GIA 
certificated – 1.10cts), 1,107 
round ruby and pink sapphires 
(6.09cts) and 1,047 round 
diamonds (3.93cts). POA.

Earrings in titanium set with 20 
pear shaped cabochon rubies 
(73.04cts – GRS), brilliant-cut 
diamonds (5.14cts), rose-cut 
diamonds (9.01cts), and single-
cut diamonds (0.74cts). POA.



BVLGARI’s latest high jewellery collection is Wild Pop, which I have described as 
“a throwback to the 80’s, an era marked by pop art and the birth of pop music” in 
my Haute Joaillerie Report, Paris July 2018. PART I of this report which was pub-
lished early in August on DeluxePad is where one can find dazzling statement 
earrings. I have picked two styles that play with geometry and colour blocking; 
however, one has a vibrantly joyful colour palette (turquoise, coral and vivid 
green) and the other a more sophisticated colour scheme (black and raspber-
ry red). The first of these earrings belong to the ‘Roaring 80’s’ theme: reflect-
ing the psychedelic aspects of the era, they feature a flashy hypnotic wheel. I 
am not sure that they will enable you to control people’s mind, but they will cer-
tainly capture people’s attention. The latter pair of earrings is less mesmerising 
though more glamorous, a feat in itself since geometry rarely lends itself to sen-
suality. The black onyx mirrors the black shades of the rubies while the white di-
amonds underline their brighter side, creating an optical illusion of deep strata. 
Members of the ‘Future’ theme, they exude elegant authority.

High Jewellery Earrings in 18K 
pink gold set with coral rubrum 
and turquoise elements and 2 
round green emeralds (2.36cts) 
and pavé-set diamonds 
(1.83cts); Pop Pleats, Roaring 
80’s, Wild Pop Collection. POA.

High Jewellery Geometris 
Earrings in 18K yellow gold 
set with onyx inserts, rubies 
and pavé diamonds; Pop 
Pleats, Roaring 80’s, Wild 
Pop Collection. POA.

www.bulgari.com





Long statement earrings do not have to 
be voluminous; they can be simply elon-
gated and slim as seen in these two pairs 
by Cartier, which both hint at Art Deco 
patterns through an array of geometrical 
shapes. Other than their stylish design, 
these earrings carry a secret weapon: ex-
ceptionally rare coloured diamonds nes-
tled in a row of white stones. Their im-
pact is less visual or theatrical, and more 
seductively subtle than some of the oth-
er bold earrings in this article. Here it 
is a question of making a statement in 
confidence, between connoisseurs, or at 
least a statement known to oneself. The 
effect is more apparent in the earrings 
(top opposite), where the vertical row 
of white diamonds gradually increases 
in size to then abruptly switch gear with 
vivid yellow stones for the bottom larg-
er trio. On the other hand, the pair on 
the bottom right could almost pass as all 
white classic pendants if it was not for 
the subtle mismatch made by one fan-
cy vivid green-blue and one fancy viv-
id green pear-shaped diamond, one on 
each side. It is very tastefully done, a dis-
creet statement, but one that matters.

www.cartier.com

Earrings in platinum 
set with two D IF pear-
shaped diamonds 
(6.02cts), one 0.44-carat 
fancy vivid green-blue 
and one 0.28-carat 
fancy vivid green VS2 
pear-shaped diamond, 
baguette-cut diamonds 
(1.66cts), emerald-
cut diamonds (0.83ct), 
triangular-shaped 
diamonds, and brilliant-
cut diamonds (2.13cts); 
Vincent Wulveryck 
©Cartier. POA.

Earrings in platinum 
set with three fancy 
square-cut deep yellow 
diamonds, three square-
cut white diamonds, 
and round brilliant-
cut diamonds; Vincent 
Wulveryck ©Cartier. POA.



The Opulence Earrings by Carnet Jewellery 
offer more than meets the eye. Although 
monochrome, a composition of all white di-
amonds, they have the refinement of frag-
ile lace and the prestige of royal emblems 
or armour panels. The main pendants are 
made of four distinctive screens that are 
paved with inverted diamonds that ap-
pear connected together by rare larger di-
amonds. They fit perfectly together like 
pieces of a precious jigsaw. Those shields 
hang from a series of three separate com-
ponents, with first a fancy heart-shaped di-
amond, then a cluster of faceted table-cut 
diamonds that have been set flat on top 
of each other, and lastly a diamond-paved 
heart with a pear-shaped diamond in its 
centre. It is a parade of geometrical shapes, 
all very different from one another and 
yet they all somehow work perfectly as a 
whole. There are precisely fourteen excep-
tional diamonds (seven on each earring) 
that are all certified and symmetrically po-
sitioned. Who knew that an all-white dia-
mond design could be so tantalizing?

www.carnetjewellery.com Opulence Earrings in 18K white gold set 
with 14 centrepiece old-cut diamonds (all 
rare and GIA certified), including pear 
shaped brilliant-cut diamonds (approx. 
2cts each), heart shaped brilliant-cut 
diamonds (approx.1.5cts), and oval shaped 
brilliant-cut diamonds. POA.





Qui est la plus belle pour aller dancer? could well be 
the song playing when you make an entrance with 
the Gouttes Earrings by REZA scintillating from your 
ears. Just imagine the music swelling as you confi-
dently glide across the floor. For a start, the various 
cuts create an intricate pattern that mixes sharp and 
soft angles, as well as repetitive (the identical rows 
of emerald-cut white diamonds and round-cut yel-
low diamonds) versus seemingly random (the cluster 
of marquise- and pear-cut diamonds) elements. The 
large emerald cabochon drops and cushion-cut un-
heated rubies deserve no less and also why only high-
ly precious gemstones have been carefully selected. 
Nothing has been left to chance: the colours are all 
linked and by the laws of physics. When red and green 
combine the result is indeed brown / yellow. This may 
indicate how the French high jeweller has approached 
the design, perhaps like an architect who assembles 
volumes in ways not tried before, and a painter who 
mixes primary colours to obtain additional hues. So, 
let’s repeat: who is the most beautiful tonight? Surely 
whoever wears these superb earrings.

www.alexandrereza.com

Earring in 18K yellow gold set with 
two unheated cushion-shaped 
Burmese rubies (5.52cts), two 

Brazilian emerald drops (22.62cts), 
6 emerald-cut diamonds (4.76cts), 

marquise- and pear-shaped 
diamonds (4.30cts), fancy yellow 

brilliants and calibrated rubies 
(0.89ct). POA.



www.taffin.com

Looking at these exquisite earrings by Taffin, 
it certainly feels like stepping into some kind 
of enchanted garden. They evoke ripe, juicy 
fruits drenched with nectar or delectable 
berries just waiting to be picked. Everything 
points to some exotic species: the shapes are 
curvaceous, proportions are generous, and 
colours prone to dazzling contrasts. Here, 
the seductive purple hues of elliptical ame-
thysts are contained within the formal texture 
of navy-blue ceramic. The spiky bead made 
of reverse-set sapphires which sits on top 
adds an edge (are these fruits forbidden?). 

There, large morganites are nestled in a sol-
id sea of coral coloured ceramic, whose edg-
es are outlined with white diamonds. They 
offer an arresting sight, not least thanks to 
the vivid carmine surround, yet the slightly 
lobed shape makes these earrings dreamlike. 
Lastly, the Topiary Earrings are simply joy-
ful, with their sinuous and simple gold thread 
that seems caught in motion. Three scintil-
lating pods made of reverse-set rubies hang 
mid-air as if strung along the golden hook. 
They seem to bounce and twirl as they cel-
ebrate vitality. 

Amethyst, blue 
sapphire, navy blue 

ceramic and 18K rose 
gold Ear Pendants by 

Taffin. POA. 



www.taffin.com

Morganite, diamond, 
coral coloured 

ceramic and 18K rose 
gold Ear Pendants by 

Taffin. POA.

Reverse set rubies, 
oxidized silver, 18K 
rose gold “Topiary” 
Ear Pendants by 
Taffin. POA.





As a result of having been exposed to the finest of 
jewellery for most of his life, Krishna Choudhary 
now promotes the authenticity-driven method-
ology of sourcing old stones that were mined 
150 years ago to be the star of his modern ren-
ditions, part of SANTI Jewels. By imagining 
what kind of jewels these rare minerals would 
inspire today, he strives to create a collection 
that celebrates India’s craft and traditions but 
in a contemporary way. With the flawless in-
terplay of exquisite colours and rare stones, 
Art Deco meets Indian fantasy, where the intri-
cate structure of each composition conveys el-
egance and formal splendour. In the same way 
Mughal artisans would create composite de-
signs of natural patterns – e.g. idealised hybrid 

flowers – and play with a fluid sense of sym-
metry, Krishna Choudhary explores equally 
modern and ancient patterns (with a predilec-
tion for chevron motifs), pairing geometry with 
movement. This is most prevalent in the fea-
tured Chandelier Earrings, which were inspired 
by the flowing water from a Mughal fountain. 
Bubbling streams represented by natural Basra 
pearls seem to pour out of pristine pools of crys-
tal-clear old mine Golconda diamonds. It is an 
enchanting sight that combines a delicate, spa-
tial and ordered structure with looseness and 
fluidity. Most of all, this proves that exception-
al gemstones do not have to be set in monoto-
nous designs; they can and should be part of an 
enthralling pattern. 

website in the making, 
contact via 
rga.krishna@gmail.com

Important Earrings in 
18K yellow gold set 
with an exceptional 
pair of pear-shaped 
historical Golconda 
diamonds (18cts), each 
strung with natural 
Basra pearls, and with 
further pear-shaped 
diamonds at the 
bottom of the design 
(4cts). POA.



There is been no doubt that Hemmerle jewellers revel in exploring the past as much 
as the future. And here come sensational earrings that once again showcase how 
Christian and Yasmine Hemmerle unearth ancient artefacts that not only lend them-
selves as perfect component of jewels, but also as remnants with a captivating sym-
bolism. “Wear your art on your sleeve” could certainly apply as one of Hemmerle’s 
mottos. Here the six mid 20th century porcelain panels were all sourced in Japan and 
they depict six of the Seven Gods of Fortune (who are believed to grant good luck). 
“We found these porcelain panels on a trip to Japan and immediately fell for their quirk-
iness and the narratives and stories layered within them”, Christian Hemmerle says. In 
this design, the characters all face inwards towards the wearer and they have been 
set in a bamboo frame of blackened silver that allows the multicoloured details to 
prevail. In the domes of the earrings, white diamonds peek through the sides, as if 
not to distract from the protective spell at play.

www.hemmerle.com

Hemmerle Earrings 
with mid 20th 
century porcelain 
panels, blackened 
silver, diamonds and 
white gold. POA.





Amongst all the antique treasures that A La Vieille Russie – the New York-based 
art gallery that specialises in Russian artefacts – offers, one always finds some 
serious pieces with a strong historical provenance (original and important piec-
es from Carl Fabergé, Cartier, Tiffany & Co, etc). That said, from time to time, one 
can also stumble upon some whimsical pieces such as this contemporary pair of 
earrings. While the artist made sure to depict the bees in detail (see the fine gold 
work on their legs), he also went beyond this and playfully opted for hybrids. The 
stylised bees seem to be worker bees each one carrying a drop of pollen repre-
sented by a diamond briolette; the carved green jades make for oversized wings, 
coral stones for torsos and onyx and diamonds for the bodies. It is in the choice 
of colours that we get the clear indication that these are chimerical insects, where 
the designer has let his imagination run wild creating a fantasy about their world 
and kingdom. Of course, these earrings are first and foremost splendid artful 
statements, and most probably conversation openers. 

Contemporary Gem 
and Jade Pendant 

Earrings in gold set 
with diamonds, coral, 
emeralds and carved 

jade panels. POA.

www.alvr.com



You know that you will be the centre of atten-
tion when wearing these Girandole Earrings 
by David Webb. The fireworks of colours on 
each tier make them chandelier earrings on 
steroids, while the mix of semi- and highly 
precious stones add a carefree touch. It is as if 
these earrings were made for living life to the 
fullest and despite or thanks to their superi-
or pedigree. They are jubilant and grandiose, 
extremely decorative and packed with stun-
ning gemstones. Two worlds collide for the 

better: the classical formula of marquise-cut 
diamonds set in platinum with the flamboy-
ancy of colour saturated gemstones in yellow 
gold. Then there are the Snake Earrings, again 
highly ornamental, and borrowing from the 
house’s predilection for the animal kingdom. 
Slightly menacing – with their raised coils – 
these snakes may well be majestic protec-
tors for the emerald pebbles that hang from 
their tails. I bet the garden-like inclusions of 
these stones could tell a thousand stories.

www.davidwebb.com

Grand Girandole Earrings in 
18K gold and platinum set with 
hexagonal cabochon amethyst, 
cabochon emeralds, fire opals, 

and turquoise, turquoise drops, 
and pear-, marquise-, and 

brilliant-cut diamonds. POA.

Snake Earrings in 18K gold and 
platinum set with cabochon 

and emerald drops, and 
brilliant-cut diamonds. POA.





Earrings in 18K white gold 
with coral branches, kunzites 
(38.11cts) and diamonds 
(3.20cts). POA. 

Creating statement earrings is almost second 
nature for Fabio Salini. Here are three exam-
ples that showcase his trailblazing approach 
and particularly demonstrate his passion for 
optical illusion. Fabio Salini is possibly the 
only high jeweller today who expertly com-
bines carbon fibre with precious gemstones, 
and this can be seen in the pairs on the next 
spread. One of them is made of carbon fibre 
and gold set with navette-cut jade and dia-
monds. From the front one can only see the 
jade and perceive them as pendants; howev-
er, from the side, the semi-disk of carbon fi-
bre provides a radically different perspective: 
the earrings appear totemic and edgy. This is 
a genius touch and proof that statement ear-
rings can be more than just ornamental. The 
opposite pair is firmly different, yet borrow-
ing from Fabio Salini’s interest in coral. When 
he is not combining it with carbon fibre (for 
the most striking effect), Salini uses it in all its 
organic splendour. Branches in two different 
colours meet at a kunzite-set junction, whilst 
diamond-paved creepers wind all along the 
coral structure appearing to hold it together. 
This is another illusion, the precious version 
of what one would ordinarily do with just tree 
branches and ropes.  

www.fabiosalini.it



Earrings in carbon 
fibre and 18K gold with 
diamonds (1.47cts) and 
navette-cut jades. POA.

Earrings with carbon 
fibre and 18K gold with 
diamonds (4.62cts) and 
citrines (81.26cts). POA.

www.fabiosalini.it



I am not sure how one can exercise self-con-
trol when visiting FD Gallery in New York City. 
The dazzling array of high jewellery as well 
as the objets d’art on display is an assault 
on self-restraint. Everything is so tempting, 
how to choose? And when it comes to con-
temporary statement earrings, having to 
make a choice is even more difficult. Between 
pieces signed by Viren Baghat, or by JAR, 
Bodino, Taffin, Hemmerle or SABBA, a pre-
cise curation of exceptional creations from 
the crème de la crème, one could lose sight 
of one’s reasonable compass. So, let me try 
to make it easier for you. Here are stunning 

earclips from Viren Baghat, where careful-
ly positioned rose-cut diamonds seem to be 
embedded into brushed gold just like sun 
rays jutting out of a powdered sphere. Then 
if you are in a more carnivalesque mood, 
opt for the colour block earrings by Sabba. 
Short or long, there is a style for everyone 
who revels in benefiting from the mood en-
hancing sight of bright colours. But make 
no mistake, these are seriously stylish co-
lour bombs. Just imagine the impact these 
lapis lazuli and turquoise pendant earrings 
will have, first on your self-esteem and sec-
ond on your sex-appeal.

www.fd-gallery.com

A pair of rose-cut 
diamond and brushed 
rose gold ‘Lotus’ 
Earclips, signed 
Bhagat. POA.



A pair of diamond, 
coral and turquoise 
Ear Pendants, 
mounted in platinum, 
signed SABBA. POA.

A pair of lapis lazuli, 
turquoise, sapphire and 
diamond Ear Pendants, 
mounted in platinum 
and yellow gold, signed 
SABBA. POA.

www.fd-gallery.com



According to his team, Austy Lee finds the trivial 
things in his daily life inspiring. This certainly means 
that the Hong Kong based artist (self-described 
“painter, jewellery designer, lecturer and product 
designer who revels in jewellery as psychedelic art”) 
has a limitless and rather vivid imagination. His cre-
ations are indeed a far cry from ‘trivial’, as they can 
be mesmerising or even phantasmagorical at times. 
Fascinated by flowers and plants, especially orchids, 
floral designs can often be found in his collections, 
such as these incandescent earrings with fire opals 
that embody blooming flowers in spring. They are 
a kind of surreal flower, sun-drenched and halluci-
natory (the colour association is not quite real, yet 
it works wonderfully). The young maestro is also 
known to enjoy the company of animals. Back in 
earlier days, he used to own a lovely sparrow and 
so the next earrings are a heartfelt tribute to his avi-
an friend. The Sparrow Earrings graphically depict 
the profiles of a couple of sparrows while they are 
perching on a branch. The delicate perches are de-
signed in ancient Chinese style with a focus on the 
colours pink (love) and green (harmony).

www.austyleeartjewellery.com

Fire Opal Earrings in18K 
yellow gold set with 

25 diamonds, 34 green 
garnets, 99 pink sapphires 

(1.39cts), 168 orange 
sapphires (2.30cts), two 

green garnets (2.91cts), 7 
doublet opals (4.82cts), 

and four fire opals 
(13.21cts). POA.

Sparrow Earrings 
in 18K yellow gold 
set with 64 brown 

diamonds (0.84cts), 
104 green garnets 

(1.47cts), four yellow 
jades (27.30cts), two 
green jades (1.99cts), 
and two yellow jades 

(47.74cts). POA. 



Earrings in 18K gold set 
with 10 diamonds (0.97ct), 

30 brown diamonds, 
33 rubies (3.30cts), 128 

fancy sapphires (1.94cts), 
46 tsavorites, and two 

turquoises (3.80grs); Nueve 
Mundo collection. POA.

Earrings in 18K gold set 
with 33.90 carats of opals, 

tanzanites, chrysoprases, 
3.71 carats of sapphires, 
tsavorites, 0.80 carat of 

rubies, 0.84 carat of orange 
sapphires, amethysts, and 
diamonds; Nueve Mundo 

collection. POA.

Lydia Courteille could just as well be a tour op-
erator! Year after year, each collection is an in-
vitation to discover a different part of the world 
through her fanciful eyes. After last year’s col-
lection, Rosa Del Inca, a trip to Argentina with 
a focus on rhodochrosite the Argentinian na-
tional gemstone, we are now led to Guatemala 
with her new collection, Nueve Mundo, which 
pays tribute to the Mayan civilisation. Always 
delving into the specifics of each culture, Lydia 
Courteille instils in her creations references 
to the relevant folklore and beliefs. Here she 
studied the intricate embroidered details of 
the traditional huipil garments, embraced the 
spiritual dimension attributed to Mayan kites, 
and celebrated the protective power of Tracas 
dolls. The following two pairs of earrings bor-
row from the Mayan festive use of colour, a 
rainbow palette that complements both the 
solid blue of turquoises and the translucent 
azure of opals. Each time the rainbow portion 
has the appearance of precious ribbons with 
the flowers as rosettes. In terms of statement, 
both exude joyfulness and the very auspicious 
benefits of Mayan ideology.

www.lydiacourteille.com



LUXURY OF THE 
EXCEPTIONAL



This is the season, in Europe at least, to enjoy cosy eve-
nings at home once again and, with the first frosts, the 
simple pleasures of luxury items that are exactly what you 
desire. Here are some timepieces for female or male cus-
tomers that are designed to warm the heart and prolong 
the idea of an eternal summer.



Cartier watches have always seemed to be 
a unique force in the world of watchmaking. 
They are the result of an ongoing quest for ex-
cellence and the extraordinary commitment 
of the men and women driven by the same 
vision. With the creation of flamboyant piec-
es, this house brings to bear daring, inven-
tiveness and a respect for traditions in the 
spirit of innovation. In its own special way, 
the new Ballon Blanc presented here in rose 
gold set with brilliant-cut diamonds embod-
ies the essence of these values. Feline and re-
fined with a 26mm diameter, this wonderful-
ly curvaceous item becomes a jewel on the 
wrist, which it encircles with a narrow strap 
in black alligator. Distinctive down to the last 
details, this beauty extends the metaphor of 
passion to say in a subtle counterpoint, and 
with a dash of that affectation that can en-
hance the diamonds’ sparkle, how much lux-
ury depends on the feat of achieving the right 
balance. 

CARTIER; 
MINI BALLON 
BLANC DE CARTIER 
A PLAYFUL TREAT



At a moment in time when there is an increasing 
number of ladies watches on offer, the time when 
women had to be content with a selection of men’s 
watches reinterpreted for female tastes seems a 
thing of the past. Stylish women nowadays claim 
the right to have a choice of items and appreciate 
fine watchmaking and complications that interest 
them. The Marguerite watch follows the tradition 
of poetic watches, driven by a unique sense of play 
and illusion. There are a thousand ways to love and 
as many ways to say it. There are a thousand ways 
to celebrate the passing of time and to make each 
moment precious and unique, for ever….For wom-
en, and for them alone, Christophe Claret has cho-
sen only one – the romantic way.  At 36, 90 mm in 
diameter, this wonderful item in rose gold is high-
ly refined and its unusually complex nature is sup-
ported by a mechanism that allows the display on 
the face to be changed as desired. One press on 
the pusher at 2 o’clock makes the numbers disap-
pear and reveals the phrase “I love you”, which can 
also be personalised.  When the pusher is released, 
the message disappears and the watch resumes its 
role as a timekeeper. But this watch reveals other 
mysteries and romantic games that their owners 
will be able to try out with pleasure.

CHRISTOPHE CLARET; 
MARGUERITE 
THE SILHOUETTE OF ELEGANCE





This new model known as the Chronomètre 
1R.6-1 recaptures the form of a marine chro-
nometer case such as existed in the Age 
of Enlightenment. Presented in carburised 
stainless steel, this robust 44mm cylinder 
offers greater resistance to scratches and 
external knocks than any other steel item is 
capable of sustaining because the stainless 
steel, treated with a thermo-chemical pro-
cess, has a surface hardness of 1200 Vickers. 
This enables it to provide effective protec-
tion for the hand-wound calibre regulated 
by a large-size tourbillon, whose stability is 
guaranteed by a constant-force mechanism 
known as chain and fusée. The ultra-elab-
orate architecture overall has been creat-
ed with care by craftsmen and engineers 
passionate about their work. Faithful to the 
spirit of the Age of Enlightenment, this wrist 
chronometer pays homage to the talent of 
Ferdinand Berthoud, the Swiss clockmaker 
who worked for the French crown, and has 
a regulator-type display as well as a specif-
ic cone-shaped indicator that displays the 
level of the 53-hour power reserve.

CHRONOMÉTRIE 
FERDINAND 
BERTHOUD 1R.6-1 
EXCELLENCE AS STANDARD





Striking the hour has always been the prerog-
ative of the powerful.  That is why nowadays 
minute repeater watches still remain the ex-
clusive right of powerful men and are high-
ly potent symbolically. To meet the expecta-
tions of lovers of fine horlogerie, Audemars 
Piguet has chosen to renew the style of this 
classic complication, which is often found in 
traditional cases, in order to offer the young 
generation of decision-makers the oppor-
tunity to wear a timepiece that is on trend. 
Available in white or black high-tech ceramic, 
this item contains an in-house automatic cali-
bre which, as well as telling the time, has com-
plications with a minute repeater (chimes for 
the hours, quarters and minutes displayed on 
the dial), a perpetual calendar with a moon 
phase indicator and a split-second chrono-
graph. Wonderfully complex thanks to the 
three horological specialisms rarely assem-
bled in the same case, these references are 
exceptionally water-resistant to 20 metres 
and are ready for action on a rubber brace-
let so that their owners are free to enjoy a ra-
re luxury in any situation.

AUDEMARS PIGUET 
ROYAL OAK 
OFFSHORE GRANDE 
COMPLICATION 
ULTIMATE PERFECTION





In the absence of information to the contrary, 
Rolex has never produced a watch with a tour-
billon.  To meet the expectations of a num-
ber of fans of the brand, Label Noir, a house 
specialising in customizing luxury items, has 
launched itself to order into an adventure.  This 
experiment consisted of reworking the original 
Rolex calibre 3131 so that it could be regulated 
by this fascinating system.  The existing Rolex 
Milgauss movement was therefore taken apart. 
The operation involved removing 51 compo-
nent parts, modifying two of them and add-
ing 94 components, most of which make up 
the tourbillon. The frequency was also changed 
(from 28, 000 vibrations per hour to 21, 600 

vibrations per hour) to allow it to function at 
its best with this exceptional regulator. But 
Label Noir has also chosen to accept the chal-
lenge of keeping the automatic winding sys-
tem invented by the brand with the crown in 
the 1930s. They have succeeded in this achieve-
ment and even managed to retain the original 
components.  Presented here in black-coat-
ed steel – the Label Noir signature- this piece 
is currently the only one of its kind. However, 
in line with the charter of this firm whose mis-
sion is to modify luxury products to make them 
even rarer, this personalisation can be repeat-
ed if wished and delivered within three months. 
Full details at: www.deluxepad.com

LABEL NOIR TOURBILLON ROLEX MILGAUSS 
A ONE OFF LUXURY 





Taking its inspiration from the automotive 
industry and also doubtless from science 
fiction, this first watch from the French 
brand intends to be part of the modern 
world by offering an unconventional ap-
proach to watchmaking.  The creation of 
this product was atypical and innovative 
because it started with the shape of the 
case. Its unusual shape meant that a hand-
wound calibre designed and developed in 
France had to be adapted in some way to 
fit the form imposed by the case architec-
ture. This process resulted in Axiom, a piece 
with a futuristic titanium case and an orig-
inal display with jumping hours and retro-
grade minutes.  47mm in length and worn 
in the same way as watches intended for 
drivers in the 1950s, what stands out is its 
design similar to the spaceship in Star Trek, 
the way time is displayed and the original 
presentation of the escapement, recalling 
a carriage clock. Launched this year, the 
house must now make a name for itself on 
the wrists of talent spotters. After that, as 
with all beautiful objects, it is a question 
of falling in love!

PHENOMENON; 
AXIOM 
POTENTIAL FUTURES









White truffles prices soared last year because 
of Italy’s hotter than normal temperatures, 
making these gnarly, rare mushrooms some of 
the most sought-after delicacies. Truffles are 
rare, whether they’re black or white. But, white 
truffles are especially rare because they come 
from one region in Italy (Alba), are available 
only for about two months each year, are root-
ed out by specially trained hunting dogs that 

are trained so that they don’t eat the precious 
fungus, and must be eaten within a week of 
being collected. Prices can be as high as two 
thousand US dollars a pound. This very ex-
pensive edible commodity is becoming rarer 
each year and because white truffles cannot 
be mass produced or cultivated in a lab, pric-
es can be astronomical. In 2009, a one-and-a-
half-pound white truffle sold for USD150,000. 

Getting up close with the special fragrance of a white truffle.





October is the official start of the white truffle season, which 
lasts through the end of November. All of Italy becomes obsessed 
and mesmerized by the ceremony of shaving small shards of a 
slightly dirt-covered white truffle over most humble of cooked 
ingredients like Arborio rice, potatoes or pasta. The pungent 
aroma of these shavings, some say it smells like dirty socks and 
wet soil, can be off-putting to many, but it’s the complexity of 
their flavour that tantalizes the taste buds.





It was only a matter of time before an annual 
truffle festival came into being for this remark-
able fungus. Alba’s annual white truffle festi-
val, established in 2003, is dedicated to the 
Tuber magnatum Pico and is the largest inter-
national white truffle fair and takes place in 
Alba’s historic UNESCO centre. Saturdays and 
Sundays from October through November, the 
best white truffles from the Langhe, Roero and 
Monferrato forests are worshipped and sold. 

There are events during the fair for foodies 
from truffle tastings, wine tastings, concerts, 
and chef demonstrations. The truffle senso-
ry analysis is especially intriguing and is an 
in-depth class with members of the National 
Sensory Centre for Truffle Studies to discover 
the organoleptic characteristics of the world’s 
rarest mushroom variety. Did you know that 
a white truffle’s fragrance has 120 volatile 
molecules?





What exactly is a white truffle and how can you tell it’s from 
Alba? It’s round, chubby, pale yellow or ochre in colour on the 
exterior. Inside, it’s milky white, deep pink or brown. The white 
truffles of Alba grow spontaneously from the roots of specific 
trees and shrubs. These areas are characterized by an extreme-
ly delicate environmental balance, which need special attention 

The evening scene in the 
main plaza of Alba where the 

truffle festival takes place.





and agronomical care. Trespassing 
truffle hunters are not welcome. 
White truffles from Alba carry a 
certificate (diamonds also get cer-
tified) to prove they are authen-
tic by a local Quality Commission 
before the white truffle market 
opens. Each truffle is checked and 
those weighing more than 10gr 
are issued a numbered tag with an 
identification code that allows the 
buyer to exchange the white truf-
fle within 48 hours if considered 
not suitable for consumption.  

Only official committee 
members like this fellow can 
authenticate a white truffle.



The festival organizes games for 
children and adults, like this race with 
donkeys carved out of wood.





White truffles are perishable and can be 
kept in a glass jar in the refrigerator for 
up to a week. Truffle connoisseurs wrap 
each truffle with blotting paper before 
placing in the jar. To prepare them for 
eating, simply clean with a brush and 
some water. Let it dry for 10 minutes. Do 
not cook. Of course, you’ll need a spe-
cial truffle shaver for slicing your white 
truffle. Alessi, the Italian kitchen gadget 
company, developed a sleek, razor-sharp 
shaving knife called the truffle-slicer last 
year designed to make the experience of 
shaving a white truffle both artistic and 
functional. Only in Italy!

Chef demonstrations 
are part of the white 

truffle festival program.





Alba’s main plaza is where the 
white truffle market is located. 




